Multilingual pay differential is to be reported using the Payroll Attendance Collection System (PACS). The PACS screen used when reporting this time is MM61.1-Prof and Supporting Services Time Entry.

Timekeepers will follow the normal reporting procedures used for reporting their Supporting Services attendance during the pay period. Notice that two (2) new pay codes are included in the PAY CODE drop down list. See screen below:

Highlight the correct pay code and CLICK Select- the pay code will appear in the box under the column titled PAY CODE. Enter the number of hours to be reported on the specific day when the work was performed.

Once you have entered the hours, you will continue with the time reporting procedures and attendance release process as you normally would do each pay period.

Notes:
The pay differential is paid to an employee with the following restrictions: The minimum payment to an employee is 1 hour and then the differential is paid in ½ hour increments, not to exceed the employees normal scheduled daily hours.

All hours worked regarding multilingual interpretation/translation must fall within the assigned duty hours for the staff member and are not to extend beyond the number of daily hours assigned to the staff member.